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Abstract
Recently, the standard ResNet-20 network was
successfully implemented on the fully homomorphic encryption scheme, residue number system variant Cheon-Kim-Kim-Song (RNS-CKKS)
scheme using bootstrapping, but the implementation lacks practicality due to high latency and
low security level. To improve the performance,
we first minimize total bootstrapping runtime using multiplexed parallel convolution that collects
sparse output data for multiple channels compactly. We also propose the imaginary-removing
bootstrapping to prevent the deep neural networks
from catastrophic divergence during approximate
ReLU operations. In addition, we optimize level
consumptions and use lighter and tighter parameters. Simulation results show that we have 4.67×
lower inference latency and 134× less amortized
runtime (runtime per image) for ResNet-20 compared to the state-of-the-art previous work, and
we achieve standard 128-bit security. Furthermore,
we successfully implement ResNet-110 with high
accuracy on the RNS-CKKS scheme for the first
time.

1. Introduction
The clients would be reluctant to send their sensitive private
data to the server, such as medical information. To protect clients’ privacy, privacy-preserving machine learnings
(PPMLs) have been studied to perform inferences directly
on encrypted data. Most previous PPMLs adopt the nonstandard convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that reduce the
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number of layers or replace activation functions with lowdegree polynomials (Gilad-Bachrach et al., 2016; Dathathri
et al., 2019; Boemer et al., 2019; Chou et al., 2018; Lou &
Jiang, 2021; Juvekar et al., 2018; Mishra et al., 2020; Park
et al., 2022; Brutzkus et al., 2019). This approach requires
the training stage for the newly designed CNNs. However,
since training is a costly process and even access to training datasets is often restricted due to data privacy issues,
the request for training is a burden on the server in many
real-world applications. Furthermore, it is not easy to design
nonstandard CNNs for large datasets. Thus, PPML based on
the standard CNNs (SCNNs) using already given pre-trained
parameters is also practically important.
Although relatively simple datasets can be classified using shallow SCNNs, very deep SCNNs (VDSCNNs) are
required for the more difficult datasets (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015; Szegedy et al., 2015). Thus, it is an important
and appealing goal to implement practical PPML for VDSCNNs, which is the main focus of our paper. In particular, the
ResNet model (He et al., 2016) is a popular SCNN because
it handles the gradient vanishing problem effectively. Thus,
it will be very meaningful to implement practical PPML for
very deep ResNet models (e.g., ResNet-110).
Interactive PPML is an approach that uses both homomorphic encryption (HE) and secure multi-party computation
(MPC) (Juvekar et al., 2018; Mishra et al., 2020; Park et al.,
2022). The interactive PPML’s inference for the SCNNs
requires a huge amount of data communication between
the server and the client. For example, one ReLU function
requires data communication of 19KB according to (Mishra
et al., 2020), hence, data communication of several gigabytes is required to classify only one encrypted CIFAR-10
image using the standard ResNet-20 or ResNet-32.
Thus, we focus on non-interactive PPML for VDSCNNs,
which performs VDSCNNs on the encrypted data using only
fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) without MPC. Since
available level consumption (i.e. depth of arithmetic circuit)
is limited in leveled HE, previous PPMLs that adopt leveled
HE only support a small number of layers. To achieve noninteractive PPML for VDSCNNs, it is essential to use bootstrapping operations (Gentry, 2009; Cheon et al., 2018b)
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that can arbitrarily increase available level consumption. Recently, an SCNN for the encrypted CIFAR-10 images was
implemented with high accuracy using bootstrapping for the
first time in (Lee et al., 2022b). Specifically, the standard
ResNet-20 was realized on residue number system variant
Cheon-Kim-Kim-Song (RNS-CKKS) scheme (Cheon et al.,
2018a) using high-precision bootstrapping after replacing
all ReLU functions with approximate polynomials for ReLU
functions (APRs). By adopting precise polynomial approximation, the pre-trained parameters over the plaintext data
for the SCNNs can be used without retraining. This paper
also focuses on this approach, which is useful in one of the
following cases:
• Inference (classification) using pre-trained parameters
(training/retraining is limited);
• Difficult classification tasks that cannot be handled by
HE-friendly nonstandard CNNs.
Although this approach requires bootstrapping that consumes a relatively long runtime, this approach can be used
practically because the runtime of bootstrapping has been
significantly reduced thanks to recent advances in bootstrapping algorithms (Lee et al., 2021c; 2022c; Bossuat et al.,
2021; 2022) and acceleration of bootstrapping using GPU or
hardware accelerators (Jung et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021b).
Even though the implementation of (Lee et al., 2022b) is
an important step toward VDSCNNs, deeper CNNs than
ResNet-20 have not yet been implemented. In addition, the
implementation has high latency of 10,602s even with 64
CPU threads. One major reason for this high latency comes
from its inefficient data packing. In (Lee et al., 2022b), data
for only one channel is packed into the ciphertext, which
requires bootstrappings as many as the number of channels.
Furthermore, the number of bootstrappings is even doubled
due to non-optimized parameters and level consumption.
The usefulness of this implementation is further reduced
due to the security level lower than 128 bits.
Our contributions We implement practical PPML for
VDSCNNs for the first time by resolving the problems of
(Lee et al., 2022b). Our contributions are summarized as
follows:
• We effectively reduce the bootstrapping runtime by
using a multiplexed packing method (i.e., packing data
of multiple channels into one ciphertext in a compact
manner);
• We propose a multiplexed convolution algorithm that
performs convolutions for multiplexed input tensors,
which also supports strided convolutions. We also propose a faster multiplexed parallel convolution algorithm, which reduces the number of required rotations
in the multiplexed convolution algorithm by 62% by
utilizing full slots of ciphertext;

• We find that a catastrophic divergence phenomenon occurs when implementing VDSCNNs using APRs. We
propose imaginary-removing bootstrapping that prevents this phenomenon so as to maintain the accuracy
of PPML for VDSCNNs;
• We optimize level consumption and use lighter and
tighter parameters to achieve faster inference and the
standard 128-bit security level;
• We implement ResNet-20 on the RNS-CKKS scheme
using the SEAL library (SEAL) with a latency of
2,271s with only one CPU thread, which is 4.67×
lower than that of (Lee et al., 2022b) using 64 CPU
threads. Also, our amortized runtime (runtime per image) is 134× smaller due to a significant reduction of
the number of operations;
• We also implement ResNet-32/44/56/110 on the RNSCKKS scheme with high accuracy close to those
of backbone CNNs. Our source codes are freely
available at https://github.com/snu-ccl/
FHE-MP-CNN.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. RNS-CKKS Fully Homomorphic Encryption
RNS-CKKS is an FHE scheme that supports fixed-point
arithmetic operations on encrypted data. The ciphertext in
2
the RNS-CKKS scheme is in the form of (b, a) ∈ RQ
for
N
some large integer Q, where RQ = ZQ [X]/⟨X +1⟩. N/2
real (or complex) numbers are encrypted in N/2 slots of
a single ciphertext and we denote N/2 as nt . Homomorphic operations perform the same operation on each slot
simultaneously. If we simply denote the ciphertext of a
vector u ∈ Rnt as [u], homomorphic addition, scalar multiplication, and rotation in the RNS-CKKS scheme can be
described as follows:
• [u] ⊕ [v] = [u + v]
• [u] ⊙ v = u ⊙ [v] = [u · v]
• Rot([u]; r) = [⟨u⟩r ],
where u·v denotes component-wise multiplication and ⟨u⟩r
denotes the cyclically shifted vector of u by r to the left.
Each ciphertext has a non-negative integer ℓ, called level,
which means the capacity for homomorphic multiplication
operations. After each homomorphic multiplication, the
level is decreased by one through the rescaling procedure.
If the level ℓ becomes zero after several multiplications, it
is required to perform bootstrapping that makes this zerolevel ciphertext to a higher-level ciphertext to enable further
homomorphic multiplications.
If a message is a vector v with size n that is less than nt ,
we can encrypt this message in a sparsely packed ciphertext (Cheon et al., 2018b). We refer to this packing method
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where yi is defined as

A⌊(i mod hi wi )/wi ⌋,i mod wi ,⌊i/hi wi ⌋ , 0 ≤ i < hi wi ci ,
yi =
0,

(a) SISO convolution for plaintext data
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Figure 2 describes this Vec function. We simply refer to
the mapping method using Vec when Ā is two-dimensional
(i.e., c̄i = 1) by raster scan.

(b) SISO convolution on HE for
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(c) SISO convolution on HE for

Figure 1. SISO Convolution on HE (Juvekar et al., 2018; Lee et al.,
2022b).

as repetitive slot (RS) packing. Specifically, after obtaining
concatenated vector (v|v| · · · |v) ∈ Rnt from v, we encrypt
this concatenated vector in ciphertext full slots. The bootstrapping of a ciphertext in which the message is packed
using the RS packing, called RS bootstrapping, has less
runtime than otherwise (Cheon et al., 2018b).
The key-switching operation (KSO) is an operation that
switches the secret key for a ciphertext to a new secret key
without any change of the message. Since KSO is the most
time-consuming operation in the RNS-CKKS scheme, the
number of KSOs roughly determines the total amount of
operations in homomorphic arithmetic circuits. To reduce
the number of KSOs in ResNet inference, it is desirable to
reduce the number of rotations as much as possible since
rotation requires a KSO and is used a lot in bootstrappings
and convolutions.
2.2. Convolution on Homomorphic Encryption
The input of convolution is a three-dimensional tensor
A ∈ Rhi ×wi ×ci , where hi and wi are the height and width
of the input tensor, respectively, and ci is the number of
input channels. The output is the tensor A′ ∈ Rho ×wo ×co ,
where ho and wo are the height and width of the output
tensor, respectively, and co is the number of output channels.
fh and fw are the kernel sizes of the filter. In this paper,
the horizontal and vertical strides of the convolution are
assumed to be the same for simplicity, and we denote the
stride of the convolution by s. We only consider convolution
using zero paddings.
It is often necessary to map three-dimensional tensor A ∈
Rhi ×wi ×ci to one-dimensional vector in Rnt to perform
convolutions on the HE scheme, and A can be the original
tensor or multiplexed tensor defined in Section 3. The Vec
function that is used to map tensor A to a vector in Rnt is
defined as
Vec(A) = y = (y0 , · · · , ynt −1 ) ∈ Rnt ,

Figure 2. Vec function that maps a given tensor in Rhi ×wi ×ci to
a vector in Rnt .

In this paper, we use nt = 215 , and this allows that all tensors to be encrypted can be packed into one ciphertext, that
is, hi wi ci ≤ nt for each tensor A ∈ Rhi ×wi ×ci . In several
figures in this paper, a tensor A is often identified as Vec(A)
or the corresponding ciphertext Enc(Vec(A)), where Enc
denotes the encryption in the RNS-CKKS scheme.
Gazelle (Juvekar et al., 2018) proposed a method to perform
single-input single-output (SISO) convolution (ci = co =
1) on HE. In this method, the ciphertext that contains the
input tensor is rotated by each of fh fw different values.
Then, each rotated input ciphertext is multiplied by some
plaintext vector that appropriately contains filter coefficients,
and the output is obtained by adding fh fw multiplication
results. We denote the result of SISO convolution for the
j-th input channel and the i-th output channel by (i, j).
The convolution result for the i-th output channel can be
computed by using the equation (i, 1) + (i, 2) + · · · + (i, ci ),
and Gazelle obtained all output data using the diagonal
grouping technique. Figure 1(b) shows how to perform SISO
convolution on HE, where the data of the hi × wi matrix
corresponds to a one-dimensional vector in a raster scan
fashion. Note that the vector containing the input data is
encrypted in a ciphertext, and thus it can be rearranged
only by rotation. On the other hand, because the vectors
containing filter coefficients are plaintext vectors, each filter
coefficient can be placed in any desired location of the vector.
Although Gazelle also proposed a method to perform strided
convolution on HE, this method that requires rearranging the
data using re-encryption cannot be used in non-interactive
PPML (i.e., PPML using only HE without MPC).
The ResNet-20 with strided convolutions was implemented
using the method in Figure 1(c) (Lee et al., 2022b). The
inference of CNNs with strided convolutions on FHE causes
a gap between valid data in ciphertext slots. We denote the
gaps of input and output ciphertext as ki and ko , respectively,
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where we have ko = ski . In the entire ResNet, the value
of ki is one for the first layer and increases by a factor of s
after each strided convolution. In Figure 1(c), the ho × wo
plaintext output data is sparsely packed in a ko ho × ko wo
matrix for the output gap ko , and the other slots are filled
with zero. We refer to this data packing method as gap
packing. If we perform convolution for an input ciphertext
whose data is packed by the gap packing, the amount to be
shifted in Figure 1(b) should be increased by a factor of the
input gap ki .
In this paper, we often simply represent ki hi × ki wi matrix
(or one-dimensional vector that contains the matrix in a
raster scan fashion) as a ki × ki matrix. The components of
this simplified ki × ki matrix can be channel information,
zero number, or ##, where ## implies arbitrary dummy data.
2.3. Threat Model
The threat model of this paper is similar to the previous
PPMLs (Gilad-Bachrach et al., 2016; Brutzkus et al., 2019;
Lou & Jiang, 2021). The client sends the private data to
the untrusted server after encryption using FHE. The server
performs an inference directly on the encrypted data without
decryption and sends back the ciphertext of the inference
result. Only the client that holds the secret key can decrypt
the inference result, guaranteeing data privacy from the
server.

3. Comparison of Bootstrapping Runtime for
Several Data Packing Methods
Since the most time-consuming component in the implementation of standard ResNet on the RNS-CKKS scheme
is bootstrapping, it is desirable to reduce the bootstrapping
runtime. The required number of KSOs and the runtime
for bootstrapping according to the number of slots are presented in Table 1, where the runtime is obtained using the
same parameters and simulation environments of Section 8.
To reduce the total bootstrapping runtime, we should pack
intermediate data into ciphertexts as compact as possible
during the inference stage. In addition, the gap between
valid data is increased by a factor of s after each strided
convolution, leading to a reduction of packing density by a
factor of s2 , but this low packing density should be resolved
to effectively reduce the bootstrapping runtime.

Table 1. The number of KSOs and bootstrapping runtime according to various number of slots for bootstrapping
boot log2 (#slots)
#KSOs
runtime

10
63
72s

11
70
80s

12
77
86s

13
84
96s

14
91
112s

15
94
140s

number of bootstrapping operations will be the same as the
number of channels. Thus, an unnecessarily large number
of KSOs are required.
Gap packing with multiple channels We can improve
gap packing by packing data of multiple channels into one
ciphertext as much as possible. Although this packing can
reduce the number of bootstrappings a lot, there are still
many dummy slots as shown in Figure 1(c). For CNNs with
many strided convolutions, the total bootstrapping runtime
will increase exponentially with the number of strided convolutions.
Multiplexed packing Recently, HEAR (Kim et al., 2021a)
used a new data packing method, referred to multiplexed
packing herein. In this packing method, plaintext tensors of
hi × wi size for ki2 channels are first mapped to one larger
multiplexed tensor of size ki hi × ki wi . Then, several multiplexed tensors are encrypted in one ciphertext. Although
multiplexed packing was proposed to deal with the pooling
of HE-friendly CNNs and speed up convolution in (Kim
et al., 2021a), we repurpose it to reduce the bootstrapping
runtime of CNNs with strided convolutions. Figure 3 describes multiplexed packing with hi = wi = 4 and ki = 2.
The large ki hi × ki wi multiplexed tensor is encrypted in a
ciphertext in a raster scan fashion during ResNet inference.
The formal description of multiplexed packing can be seen
in Appendix D.

(a) Multiplexed packing
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In this section, we attempt to remove this gap by packing
these sparsely packed data in a compact manner. We first
compare several data packing methods. We assume that the
data of size less than nt is packed in a ciphertext using RS
packing so that RS bootstrapping can be used.

Figure 3. Multiplexed packing MultPack when hi = wi = 4 and
ki = 2.

Gap packing Since gap packing in (Lee et al., 2022b)
packs only one channel data into one ciphertext, the required

Figure 4 illustrates several packing methods for ki = 2 using simplified matrix representation method, where cn =
nt
k2 hi wi . Table 2 shows the required number of bootstrap-

(b) Simplified representation of multiplexed packing

i
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Table 2. The number of bootstrappings for implementation of
ResNet-20 according to various data packing methods. (a), (b), and
(c) imply gap packing, gap packing with multiple channels, and
multiplexed packing, respectively. Str conv1 and Str conv2 denote
the first and the second strided convolutions (s = 2) in ResNet-20,
respectively.
before

before

after

total ResNet-20

log2 (#slots) Str conv1 Str conv2 Str conv2
(a)
16
0
0
0
0
0

10
11
12
13
14
15
total #KSOs

(b)
0
0
0
0
1
0

(c)
0
0
0
0
1
0

(a)
32
0
0
0
0
0

(b)
0
0
0
0
0
1

(c)
0
0
0
1
0
0

(a)
64
0
0
0
0
0

(b)
0
0
0
0
0
2

(c)
0
0
1
0
0
0

(a)
(b)
(c)
672
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
0
6
6
0
18
0
42,336 2,238 1,512

pings for implementation of ResNet-20 when each data
packing method is used. The number of KSOs for total bootstrappings in ResNet-20 inference is also presented, and it
is substantially reduced by multiplexed packing.
Thus, we require that the corresponding plaintext data in
usual plaintext ResNet inference be packed in the ciphertext
using multiplexed packing during ResNet inference. Then,
we should design a homomorphic convolution that takes an
input ciphertext of multiplexed input tensor and outputs a
ciphertext of multiplexed output tensor.
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(c) Multiplexed packing

output gap ko = ski instead of the input gap ki . Then, the
output ciphertext has the plaintext output of strided convolution in the form of multiplexed tensor for ko = ski . We
denote this convolution algorithm as M ULT C ONV and Figure 5 describes the procedure of M ULT C ONV when s = 2.
In Figure 5, tensors for four channels are packed in one
larger tensor using multiplexed packing. Filter coefficients
for the four channels are also packed in the form of multiplexing in one larger matrix. The matrices in Figure 5
also represent one-dimensional vectors for plaintext or ciphertext that contain these matrices in a raster scan fashion.
Then, SISO convolutions for four channels are performed
simultaneously. Finally, these SISO convolution outputs for
four channels are added through rotation and homomorphic
addition, and only valid data is finally collected.
Unlike previous works for HE-friendly networks not relying on bootstrapping, we require a large number of full
slots, which is usually larger than the data size, to support bootstrapping and precise APRs. First, we consider
packing data into ciphertext using RS packing so that RS
bootstrapping can be used. Then, we note that one input
channel is repeatedly used for SISO convolutions for multiple output channels. We propose a multiplexed parallel
convolution algorithm, denoted as M ULT PAR C ONV, that
simultaneously performs SISO convolutions for multiple
output channels, which consider the input packed by RS
packing as just several independent inputs. This algorithm
reduces the convolution runtime of M ULT C ONV while still
compatible with RS bootstrapping. Figure 6 shows the procedure of M ULT PAR C ONV using simplified representation
of multiplexed packing.
The detailed algorithms of M ULT C ONV and
M ULT PAR C ONV are presented in Appendix E. Each
execution of M ULT C ONV and M ULT PAR C ONV requires fh fw − 1 + co (2⌈log2 ki ⌉ + ⌈log2 ti ⌉ + 1) and
fh fw − 1 + q(2⌈log2 ki ⌉ + ⌈log2 ti ⌉) + co + log2 po
rotations, respectively, where ti = ⌈ kci2 ⌉, to = ⌈ kco2 ⌉,
⌊log (

Figure 4. Comparison of several data packing methods.

4. Multiplexed Parallel Convolution on Fully
Homomorphic Encryption
In this section, we propose homomorphic convolution algorithms that take a ciphertext having multiplexed input
tensor and output a ciphertext having multiplexed output
tensor. HEAR (Kim et al., 2021a) proposed such a convolution algorithm that supports stride one (i.e., s = 1). HEAR
performs homomorphic convolution on multiple input channels simultaneously, adds SISO convolution outputs for all
input channels, and collects only valid values by multiplying dummy slots by zero. We generalize this convolution
algorithm to support the strided convolutions (i.e., s ≥ 2).
We propose to select and collect the valid values for the

nt

i

)⌋

⌊log (

nt

o

)⌋

pi = 2 2 ki2 hi wi ti , po = 2 2 ko2 ho wo to , and q = ⌈ cpoi ⌉.
Then, the total required rotations for M ULT C ONV and
M ULT PAR C ONV in ResNet-20 inference are 4,360 and
1,657, respectively, which implies that M ULT PAR C ONV
requires 62% fewer rotations (i.e., number of KSOs) than
M ULT C ONV.

5. Imaginary-Removing Bootstrapping
In this section, we propose an imaginary-removing bootstrapping, which makes it possible to implement VDSCNNs
by preventing the APR from failing by noise. RNS-CKKS
scheme deals with complex numbers rather than real numbers. However, data is loaded only on the real part in general
RNS-CKKS applications, and the imaginary part is assumed
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Figure 5. Multiplexed convolution algorithm for multiplexed input tensor for s = 2, ki = 2, and hi = wi = 4.
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verge greatly and lead to a failure of APR if the result value
of p1 is outside of [−1 − b, 1 + b].
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Figure 6. Multiplexed parallel convolution algorithm when ki = 2
and co = cn = 32.

to be zero. Thus, the APR ignored the imaginary part and
was designed not to cause failure from the real part error
(Lee et al., 2021a;b; 2022a). However, we find that the outputs of the APR for the real part can diverge completely if
the accumulated noise in the imaginary part during ResNet
inference is not small enough.
Specifically, we adopt the APR consisting of the composition of minimax approximate polynomials for piecewise
sign functions (Lee et al., 2021a;b; 2022a). Assume that
p1 and p2 are sequential component minimax approximate
polynomials in this order. If the range within the approximation domain of p1 is [−1 − b, −1 + b] ∪ [1 − b, 1 + b]
for some b ∈ (0, 1), the approximation domain of p2 is
designed to be this range. Since the minimax approximate
polynomial usually diverges when the input value is outside
the approximation domain, the result value of p2 will di-

Consider the neighborhood of the local maximum point x0
such that p1 (x0 ) = 1 + b. p1 (x) can be approximated by the
second Taylor polynomial Tp1 ,2 (x) = p1 (x0 ) − a(x − x0 )2
for positive real number a near x0 , which is also valid in
the complex domain. When the value of x − x0 is a pure
imaginary number, the value of Tp1 ,2 (x) is always greater
than p1 (x0 ) = 1 + b. Thus, there exist some values of x
such that Re(p1 (x)) is outside of [−1 − b, 1 + b] when
allowing imaginary noise, which leads to a failure in the
whole ResNet inference.
Hence, to stably perform ResNet with many layers, it is
important to remove the imaginary part of the input of each
APR. We propose to apply the imaginary-removing bootstrapping operation before the APR. We homomorphically
compute the formula Re(x) = x/2 + x/2 by halving all
coefficient values in S LOT T O C OEFF operation in the bootstrapping and homomorphically computing v + v̄. This additional operation costs only one KSO for homomorphic
conjugation, and no additional level is consumed.
Figure 7 shows the mean of absolute values of imaginary
parts after each layer using normal and imaginary-removing
bootstrappings for one instance of ResNet-110 inference.
We observe that the diverging phenomenon occurs after the
69th layer due to the accumulated noise in the imaginary
part. This catastrophic divergence occurs for 12 images out
of 50 tested images (i.e., 24% of tested images). The proposed imaginary-removing bootstrapping makes the noise of
imaginary parts remain much smaller during deeper ResNet
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mean of absolute values of imaginary parts

inference, and we confirm that imaginary-removing bootstrapping never causes this diverging phenomenon when
conducting simulations for a various number of layers and
test images as in Section 8. It is worth mentioning that we
address this divergence problem of VDSCNNs on FHE and
propose a solution for the first time.

level optimization
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selecting
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Figure 8. Level optimization by integrating computations.
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Figure 7. Mean of absolute values of imaginary parts after each
layer when performing ResNet-110 inference using the normal
bootstrapping and the proposed imaginary-removing bootstrapping.

6. Optimization of Level Consumption
In our implementation, convolution, batch normalization,
bootstrapping, and APR are repeatedly performed in this
order. Since the bootstrapping and APR work only for input
values in [−1, 1], it is required to do scaling by 1/B before
bootstrapping and by B after the APR. We set sufficiently
large B to maintain all the computed values within [−B, B].
We set B = 40 and B = 65 for the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR100 datasets, respectively, and each value of B is obtained
by adding some margin to the maximum value of all used
values.
We propose a method of reducing level consumption by
integrating computations, as shown in Figure 8. We multiply the constant of batch normalization (i.e., a) during the
selecting procedure in convolution instead of batch normalization, and then add a modified constant vector by taking
into account the value of B during batch normalization.
By these judicious integrations, we can save three levels.
Figure 8 describes this level optimization technique, and
the proposed convolution/batch normalization integration
algorithm, denoted as M ULT PAR C ONV BN, is presented in
Appendix G.

7. The Proposed Architecture for ResNet on
the RNS-CKKS Scheme
7.1. Parameter Setting
16

We set the polynomial degree N = 2 and the number
of full slots nt = 215 . We optimize some parameters used
in (Lee et al., 2022b) to achieve a higher security level.

First, we set the Hamming weight of the secret key to 192,
which is larger than 64 used in (Lee et al., 2022b) because
larger Hamming weight of secret key increases available
modulus bits. In addition, we set base modulus, special
modulus, and bootstrapping modulus to 51-bit prime instead
of 60-bit prime, and we set default modulus to 46-bit prime
instead of 50-bit prime. Even if the length of the modulus
bits is reduced, high accuracy of bootstrapping or APR
can be achieved. Based on the hybrid dual attack for the
learning with errors (LWE) problem with the sparse secret
key (Cheon et al., 2019), the total modulus bit length for
128-bit security is 1,553 bits.
We use the RS bootstrapping with message size n =
214 , 213 , and 212 since data in each input ciphertext for the
bootstrapping is less than nt = 215 . We use high-precision
bootstrapping technique using the improved multi-interval
Remez algorithm (Lee et al., 2021c). C OEFF T O S LOT and
S LOT T O C OEFF procedures are performed with level collapsing technique with three levels. The degrees of the
approximate polynomials for the cosine function and the
inverse sine function are 59 and 1, respectively, and the
number of the double-angle formula is two. The total
level consumption is 14 in the bootstrapping, and the total
modulus consumption is 644. We refer to the imaginaryremoving bootstrappings for n = 214 , 213 , and 212 as
B OOT 14, B OOT 13, B OOT 12, respectively.
We use the approximate homomorphic ReLU algorithm that
uses APRs using a composition of minimax approximate
polynomial as in (Lee et al., 2021a;b; 2022a). We use the
precision parameter α = 13 and set of degrees {15, 15, 27}.
We refer to the homomorphic ReLU algorithm for these
parameters as A PP R E LU(ctx ). The ℓ1 -norm approximation
error of A PP R E LU is less than 2−13 , and this marginal error
enables us to use the pre-trained parameters of standard
ResNet models. That is, we do not need to train/retrain
contrary to a nonstandard HE-friendly network.
7.2. The Proposed Structure of ResNet on the
RNS-CKKS Scheme
We classify 32 × 32 CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 images
for our evaluation. We devise downsampling and average
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pooling algorithms that support multiplexed tensors. We
refer to these algorithms as D OWNSAMP and AVG P OOL,
presented in Appendix F. We implement fully connected
layer using the diagonal method in (Halevi & Shoup, 2014).
We implement ResNet-20/32/44/56/110 on the RNS-CKKS
scheme using M ULT PAR C ONV BN, A PP R E LU, B OOT,
AVG P OOL, D OWNSAMP, and fully connected layer. Figure 9 shows the proposed ResNet structure on the RNSCKKS scheme, where M ULT PAR C ONV BN is simply referred to as C ONV BN. The parameters used in C ONV BN
and D OWNSAMP are presented in Appendix H.

We perform ResNet-20/32/44/56/110 using the proposed
architecture on the RNS-CKKS scheme. We require 3,306
KSOs for ResNet-20, which is 116× smaller than 384,160 in
(Lee et al., 2022b). Table 3 shows the classification runtime
for one CIFAR-10/CIFAR-100 image using ResNet models
on the RNS-CKKS scheme. Due to the large reduction of
the number of KSOs, while the previous implementation in
(Lee et al., 2022b) takes 10,602s with 64 CPU threads to perform ResNet-20 on the RNS-CKKS scheme, the proposed
implementation takes 2,271s to perform ResNet-20 even
with one CPU thread, which is 4.67× reduction in latency.

While two sequential bootstrappings are required to perform
APR, convolution, and batch normalization in one layer in
(Lee et al., 2022b), only single use of bootstrapping is necessary for our implementation because we reduce the required
level consumption for convolution, batch normalization, and
bootstrapping a lot compared to (Lee et al., 2022b). In addition, the proposed architecture for ResNet uses a 1,501-bit
modulus, and thus, it achieves the standard 128-bit security
level.

Since many bootstrappings and convolutions per layer are
required in the implementation in (Lee et al., 2022b), multiple threads could be utilized in the implementation by performing convolutions or bootstrappings parallelly to reduce
latency without modifying any homomorphic operations
for multi-thread implementation. On the other hand, the
proposed optimized implementation requires only one bootstrapping and convolution per layer, and thus multi-threaded
RNS-CKKS operations (addition, multiplication, rotation,
etc.) should be supported to effectively use multiple threads
to reduce the latency of the whole ResNet model. There
is no open-source RNS-CKKS library that supports multithreaded operations yet, but if multi-threaded RNS-CKKS
operations are implemented and used, the proposed architecture will achieve much less latency. Considering that our
implementation only uses one CPU thread, we can expect
more than 100× and 1000× lower latency on GPU and
hardware accelerators, respectively (Jung et al., 2021; Kim
et al., 2021b).
It is noteworthy that we succeed in implementing the standard ResNet-32/44/56/110 on the RNS-CKKS scheme for
the first time. Table 3 shows that the runtime increases linearly with the number of layers, which is quite difficult to
be expected in leveled HEs.

Figure 9. Structure of the proposed ResNet-20/32/44/56/110 on
the RNS-CKKS scheme. The input image is packed in ctA in a
raster scan fashion and using RS packing.

8. Simulation Results
In this section, numerical results of the proposed architecture for ResNet are presented. The numerical analyses are
conducted on the representative RNS-CKKS scheme library
SEAL (SEAL) on AMD Ryzen Threadripper PRO 3995WX
at 2.096 GHz (64 cores) with 512 GB RAM, running the
Ubuntu 20.04 operating system. We employ the CIFAR10 and CIFAR-100 datasets for evaluation, which are both
composed of 50,000 images for training and 10,000 images
for testing (Krizhevsky et al., 2009). We use pre-trained
parameters for standard ResNet-20/32/44/56/110.
8.1. Latency

8.2. Amortized Runtime
Since servers should classify multiple images of clients in
many cases, not only the latency but also the amortized
runtime for multiple images, i.e., runtime per image, is important. Since the proposed implementation requires only
one thread unlike in (Lee et al., 2022b), multiple threads
allow us to classify multiple images simultaneously. Table 4
shows the runtime and amortized runtime of classification
for multiple CIFAR-10/CIFAR-100 images using ResNet
models on the RNS-CKKS scheme. The proposed implementation of ResNet-20 takes 3,973s to classify 50 images
using 50 threads, which corresponds to amortized runtime
79s. This is 134× faster than the amortized runtime 10,602s
in (Lee et al., 2022b).
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Table 3. Classification runtime for one CIFAR-10/CIFAR-100 image using ResNet on the RNS-CKKS scheme
CIFAR-10
CIFAR-100
(Lee et al., 2022b)
proposed
proposed
component
(64 threads)
(single thread)
(single thread)
ResNet-20
ResNet-20
ResNet-32
ResNet-44
ResNet-56
ResNet-110
ResNet-32
runtime percent runtime percent runtime percent runtime percent runtime percent runtime percent runtime percent
C ONV BN
346s 15.2%
547s 14.7%
751s 14.3%
960s
14% 1,855s
14%
542s 13.7%
257s 11.3%
406s 10.9%
583s 11.2%
762s 11.1% 1,475s 11.1%
510s 12.9%
A PP R E LU
B OOT
- 1,651s 72.6% 2,760s 74.0% 3,874s 74.1% 5,113s 74.6% 9,936s 74.8% 2,864s 72.7%
D OWNSAMP
5s 0.2%
5s 0.1%
5s 0.09%
5s 0.07%
5s 0.04%
AVG P OOL
2s 0.1%
2s 0.06%
2s 0.05%
2s 0.04%
2s 0.02%
2s 0.05%
FC layer
10s 0.4%
10s 0.3%
10s 0.2%
10s 0.1%
10s 0.08%
24s 0.6%
total
10,602s
100% 2,271s 100% 3,730s 100% 5,224s 100% 6,852s 100% 13,282s 100% 3,942s 100%

8.3. Accuracy

Table 4. Classification (amortized) runtime for multiple CIFAR10/CIFAR-100 images using ResNet models on the RNS-CKKS
scheme
model

runtime

amortized
runtime

(Lee et al., 2022b)
(one image,
ResNet-20 10,602s
64 threads)
ResNet-20
3,973s
CIFAR-10
proposed
ResNet-32
6,130s
(50 images,
ResNet-44
8,983s
50 threads)
ResNet-56 11,303s
ResNet-110 22,778s
proposed
CIFAR-100
(50 images,
ResNet-32
6,351s
50 threads)

10,602s
79s
122s
179s
226s
455s
127s

Table 5. Classification accuracies for CIFAR-10/CIFAR-100 images using ResNet models on the RNS-CKKS scheme
backbone proposed
accuracy accuracy
ResNet-20
91.52% 91.31%
CIFAR ResNet-32
92.49%
92.4%
-10
ResNet-44
92.76% 92.65%
ResNet-56
93.27% 93.07%
ResNet-110
93.5% 92.95%

dataset

model

CIFAR
ResNet-32
-100

69.5%

69.43%

Table 5 presents the classification accuracies for CIFAR10/CIFAR-100 images using ResNet models on the RNSCKKS scheme. All 10,000 test images are tested in all
experiments. Thanks to resolving the catastrophic divergence phenomenon by the proposed imaginary-removing
bootstrapping, all the obtained accuracies for ResNet20/32/44/56/110 are very close to those of backbone CNNs.
This implies that the proposed implementation of VDSCNNs on the RNS-CKKS scheme can benefit from high accuracies of various pre-trained VDSCNNs that have widely
been developed already.

9. Conclusions
We constructed an efficient privacy-preserving VDSCNN
model on the RNS-CKKS scheme. First, we minimized
the bootstrapping runtime via multiplexed packing and proposed multiplexed parallel convolution algorithm that works
for multiplexed input tensor, which also supports strided
convolutions. Further, we addressed the catastrophic divergence problem of VDSCNNs on the RNS-CKKS scheme
and resolved it by the proposed imaginary-removing bootstrapping. By carefully integrating computations, we effectively reduced the level consumption. Our simulation results
reported 4.67× lower latency and 134× lower amortized
runtime for ResNet-20 inference compared to (Lee et al.,
2022b) while achieving the 128-bit security. We also successfully implemented ResNet-32/44/56/110 on the RNSCKKS scheme for the first time.
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A. Notations and Description of Parameters
In this section, specific notations and description of parameters are provided. We use x to denote a vector in Rn for
some integer n. For x = (x0 , x1 , · · · , xn−1 ), ⟨x⟩r denotes the cyclically shifted vector of x by r to the left, that is,
(xr , xr+1 , · · · , xn−1 , x0 , · · · , xr−1 ). x · y denotes the component-wise multiplication (x0 y0 , · · · , xn−1 yn−1 ). For an
integer a ∈ Z, the remainder of a divided by q is denoted by a mod q. For a real number x ∈ R, ⌈x⌉ denotes the least integer
greater than or equal to x, and ⌊x⌋ denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x.
In this paper, various parameters such as hi , ho , wi , wo , ci , co , fh , fw , s, ki , ko , ti , to , pi , po , and q are used, and the values
of these parameters are determined differently for each component such as convolution, batch normalization (or convolution/batch normalization integration in Section 6), downsampling, and average pooling. The specific values of parameters
that are used in our simulation can be seen in Table 6 in Section 7.

B. RNS-CKKS Scheme
In this section, the RNS-CKKS scheme is described in more detail. RNS-CKKS is an FHE scheme that supports fixed-point
2
arithmetic operations on encrypted data. The ciphertext in the RNS-CKKS scheme is the form of (b, a) ∈ RQ
, where
ℓ
Qℓ
N
Qℓ = i=0 qi is a product of prime numbers and RQℓ = ZQℓ [X]/⟨X + 1⟩. N/2 real (or complex) numbers are encrypted
in N/2 slots of a single ciphertext, and we denote N/2 as nt . We denote the encryption and decryption in RNS-CKKS
scheme as Enc(·) and Dec(·), respectively. The supported homomorphic operations in RNS-CKKS scheme are described as
follows without specific algorithms, where ct, ct1 , ct2 , ct3 , and ct′ are ciphertexts, and u, v, v1 , and v2 are vectors in Rnt .
• Homomorphic addition and substitution (⊕, ⊖)
– ct ⊕ u (resp. ct ⊖ u) → ct′ : If Dec(ct) = v, then Dec(ct′ ) = v + u (resp. v − u).
– ct1 ⊕ ct2 (resp. ct1 ⊖ ct2 ) → ct3 : If Dec(ct1 ) = v1 and Dec(ct2 ) = v2 , then Dec(ct3 ) = v1 + v2 (resp. v1 − v2 ).
• Homomorphic multiplication (⊙, ⊗)
– ct ⊙ u → ct′ : If Dec(ct) = v, then Dec(ct′ ) = v · u.
– ct1 ⊗ ct2 → ct3 : If Dec(ct1 ) = v1 and Dec(ct2 ) = v2 , then Dec(ct3 ) = v1 · v2 .
• Homomorphic rotation (Rot)
– Rot(ct; r) → ct′ : If Dec(ct) = v, then Dec(ct′ ) = ⟨v⟩r .

C. Batch Normalization on Homomorphic Encryption
Batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) should be performed for the output tensor of convolution. As in convolution,
hi , wi , and ci are parameters representing the size of the input tensor, and ho , wo , and co are parameters representing the
size of the output tensor in batch normalization. That is, batch normalization outputs a tensor A′ ∈ Rho ×wo ×co for some
input tensor A ∈ Rhi ×wi ×ci . We have hi = ho , wi = wo , and ci = co for batch normalization.
We denote the weight, running variance, running mean, and bias of batch normalization by T, V, M, I ∈ Rci . We consider
a constant vector C = (C0 , C1 , · · · , Cci −1 ) ∈ Rci such that Cj = √ Tj for 0 ≤ j < ci , where ϵ is an added value
Vj +ϵ

for numerical stability. Then, batch normalization can be seen as evaluating the equation Cj · (Ai1 ,i2 ,j − Mj ) + Ij for
0 ≤ i1 < hi , 0 ≤ i2 < wi , and 0 ≤ j < ci .
For the description of batch normalization on HE, it is required to define C, M , and I ∈ Rhi ×wi ×ci first. We define
C, M , and I as C i1 ,i2 ,j = Cj , M i1 ,i2 ,j = Mj , and I i1 ,i2 ,j = Bj for 0 ≤ i1 < hi , 0 ≤ i2 < wi , and 0 ≤ j < ci ,
respectively. Then, batch normalization can be performed using the equation Vec(C) · (Vec(A) − Vec(M )) + Vec(I) =
Vec(C) · Vec(A) + (Vec(I) − Vec(C) · Vec(M )). This can be implemented on HE by using one homomorphic addition and
scalar multiplication. That is, for the input tensor ciphertext cta , we just perform Vec(C)⊙cta ⊕(Vec(I)−Vec(C)·Vec(M )).

D. Multiplexed Packing
For ti = ⌈ kci2 ⌉, MultPack is the function that maps a tensor A = (Ai1 ,i2 ,i3 )0≤i1 <hi ,0≤i2 <wi ,0≤i3 <ci ∈ Rhi ×wi ×ci to a
i
ciphertext Enc(Vec(A′ )) ∈ Rnt , where A′ = (A′i3 ,i4 ,i5 )0≤i3 <ki hi ,0≤i4 <ki wi ,0≤i5 <ti ∈ Rki hi ×ki wi ×ti is a multiplexed
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tensor such that
(
A′i3 ,i4 ,i5

=

A⌊i3 /ki ⌋,⌊i4 /ki ⌋,k2 i5 +ki (i3 mod ki )+i4 mod ki , if ki2 i5 + ki (i3 mod ki ) + i4 mod ki < ci ,
i

0,

otherwise,

for 0 ≤ i3 < ki hi , 0 ≤ i4 < ki wi , and 0 ≤ i5 < ti .
This multiplexed packing method is a generalized version of raster scan packing method, and it is the same as raster scan
packing method using Vec when ki = 1. We require each corresponding plaintext tensor to be packed into the ciphertext
slots using the multiplexed packing method throughout the entire CNN, where the value of gap ki can be changed.

E. Convolution Algorithms for Multiplexed Tensor
E.1. Multiplexed Convolution
For description of M ULT C ONV algorithm, we require some definitions and a subroutine algorithm.
The filter (weight tensor) of the convolution is U ∈ Rfh ×fw ×ci ×co . First, we define MultWgt(U ; i1 , i2 , i) function that maps
a weight tensor U ∈ Rfh ×fw ×ci ×co to an element of Rnt . Before the definition of MultWgt, we define three-dimensional
′(i1 ,i2 ,i)
′(i1 ,i2 ,i)
multiplexed shifted weight tensor U
= (U i3 ,i4 ,i5 )0≤i3 <ki hi ,0≤i4 <ki wi ,0≤i5 <ti ∈ Rki hi ×ki wi ×ti for given i1 , i2 , and
i, where 0 ≤ i1 < fh , 0 ≤ i2 < fw , and 0 ≤ i < co as follows:

′(i1 ,i2 ,i)

U i3 ,i4 ,i5

if ki2 i5 + ki (i3 mod ki ) + i4 mod ki ≥ ci
or ⌊i3 /ki ⌋ − (fh − 1)/2 + i1 ∈
/ [0, hi − 1]
=

or
⌊i
/k
⌋
−
(f
−
1)/2
+
i
/ [0, wi − 1],
4
i
w
2 ∈



Ui1 ,i2 ,k2 i5 +ki (i3 mod ki )+i4 mod ki ,i , otherwise,

0,





i

for 0 ≤ i3 < ki hi , 0 ≤ i4 < ki wi , and 0 ≤ i5 < ti . Then, MultWgt function is defined as MultWgt(U ; i1 , i2 , i) =
Vec(U

′(i1 ,i2 ,i)

).

In addition to the weight tensor, it is also required to define multiplexed selecting tensor S ′(i) =
′(i)
(Si3 ,i4 ,i5 )0≤i3 <ko ho ,0≤i4 <ko wo ,0≤i5 <to ∈ Rko ho ×ko wo ×to , which is used to select valid values in M ULT C ONV algorithm,
where to = ⌊ kco2 ⌋. Multiplexed selecting tensor S ′(i) is defined as follows:
o

′(i)
Si3 ,i4 ,i5

(
1, if ko2 i5 + ko (i3 mod ko ) + i4 mod ko = i
=
0, otherwise,

for 0 ≤ i3 < ko ho , 0 ≤ i4 < ko wo , and 0 ≤ i5 < to .
S UM S LOTS is a useful subroutine algorithm that adds m slot values spaced apart by p. Algorithm 1 shows the S UM S LOTS
algorithm. Then, Algorithm 2 describes the proposed multiplexed convolution algorithm, M ULT C ONV using MultWgt
function, multiplexed selecting tensor S ′(i) , and S UM S LOTS algorithm. Here, ctzero is a ciphertext of all-zero vector 0 ∈ Rnt .
E.2. Multiplexed Parallel Convolution
We propose a multiplexed parallel packing method MultParPack that packs pi identical multiplexed tensors into one
⌊log ( nt
)⌋
ciphertext for pi = 2 2 ki2 hi wi ti . Figure 10 describes how to perform multiplexed parallel packing of 3 × 3 × ci input
tensor for given gap ki = 2 and number of copies pi . For the input tensor A ∈ Rhi ×wi ×ci , this function first obtains a
multiplexed tensor A′ ∈ Rki hi ×ki wi ×ti such that MultPack(A) = Enc(Vec(A′ )) and simply places pi copies of A′ in
sequence. This extended tensor is mapped to a vector in Rnt using Vec function and then encrypted into a ciphertext. If
ki2 hi wi ti ∤ nt , we fill some zeros between pi copies of A′ . The definition of MultParPack function is given as:
MultParPack(A) =

pM
i −1
j=0

Rot(MultPack(A); j(nt /pi )).
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Algorithm 1 S UM S LOTS(cta ; m, p)
1: Input: Tensor ciphertext cta , number of added slots m, and gap p
2: Output: Tensor ciphertext ctc
(0)
3: ctb ← cta
4: for j ← 1 to ⌊log2 m⌋ do
(j)
(j−1)
(j−1) j−1
5:
ctb ← ctb
⊕ Rot(ctb
;2
· p)
6: end for
(⌊log m⌋)
7: ctc ← ctb 2
8: for j ← 0 to ⌊log2 m⌋ − 1 do
9:
if ⌊m/2j ⌋ mod 2 = 1 then
(j)
10:
ctc ← ctc ⊕ Rot(ctb ; ⌊m/2j+1 ⌋ · 2j+1 p)
11:
end if
12: end for
13: Return ctc

copies

gap

Figure 10. Multiplexed parallel packing method MultParPack when ki2 hi wi ti | nt .

We require each corresponding plaintext tensor to be packed into the ciphertext slots using the multiplexed parallel packing
method during the entire CNN. We propose a multiplexed parallel convolution algorithm, M ULT PAR C ONV, which is an
improved algorithm of M ULT C ONV. M ULT PAR C ONV takes a parallelly multiplexed tensor for gap ki as an input and
outputs a parallelly multiplexed tensor for output gap ko . Let q = ⌈ cpoi ⌉. Then, while the previous multiplexed convolution
algorithm M ULT C ONV performs multiplication by weight and summing up co times, multiplexed parallel convolution
algorithm M ULT PAR C ONV performs only q times, reducing the required number of rotations to about 1/pi .
Before description of M ULT PAR C ONV in detail, it is required to define ParMultWgt(U ; i1 , i2 , i3 ) that maps weight tensor
′′(i1 ,i2 ,i3 )

U ∈ Rhi ×wi ×ci ×co to an element of Rnt . To define ParMultWgt, parallelly multiplexed shifted weight tensor U
=
′′(i1 ,i2 ,i3 )
ki hi ×ki wi ×ti pi
(U i5 ,i6 ,i7 )0≤i5 <ki hi ,0≤i6 <ki wi ,0≤i7 <ti pi ∈ R
should be defined first for 0 ≤ i1 < fh , 0 ≤ i2 < fw , and
0 ≤ i3 < q as follows:

′′(i1 ,i2 ,i3 )
U i5 ,i6 ,i7

=



0,







if ki2 (i7 mod ti ) + ki (i5 mod ki ) + i6 mod ki ≥ ci
or ⌊i7 /ti ⌋ + pi i3 ≥ co
or ⌊i5 /ki ⌋ − (fh − 1)/2 + i1 ∈
/ [0, hi − 1]







U

i1 ,i2 ,ki2 (i7

mod ti )+ki (i5 mod ki )+i6

or ⌊i6 /ki ⌋ − (fw − 1)/2 + i2 ∈
/ [0, wi − 1],
mod ki ,⌊i7 /ti ⌋+pi i3 , otherwise,

for 0 ≤ i5 < ki hi , 0 ≤ i6 < ki wi , and 0 ≤ i7 < ti pi . Then, ParMultWgt is defined as ParMultWgt(U ; i1 , i2 , i3 ) =
′′(i1 ,i2 ,i3 )

Vec(U

). The multiplexed selecting tensor S ′(i) defined in Section 3 is also used in M ULT PAR C ONV.

Then, Algorithm 3 shows the proposed multiplexed parallel convolution algorithm M ULT PAR C ONV, where to = ⌊ kco2 ⌋ and
t
⌊log2 ( k2 hnw

po = 2

o o

o to

o

)⌋

.
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Algorithm 2 M ULT C ONV(ct′a , U )
1: Input: Multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′a and weight tensor U
2: Output: Multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′d
3: ct′d ← ctzero
4: for i1 ← 0 to fh − 1 do
5:
for i2 ← 0 to fw − 1 do
6:
ct′(i1 ,i2 ) ← Rot(ct′a ; ki2 wi (i1 − (fh − 1)/2) + ki (i2 − (fw − 1)/2))
7:
end for
8: end for
9: for i ← 0 to co − 1 do
10:
ct′b ← ctzero
11:
for i1 ← 0 to fh − 1 do
12:
for i2 ← 0 to fw − 1 do
13:
ct′b ← ct′b ⊕ ct′(i1 ,i2 ) ⊙ MultWgt(U ; i1 , i2 , i)
14:
end for
15:
end for
16:
ct′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′b ; ki , 1)
17:
ct′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′c ; ki , kwi )
18:
ct′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′c ; ti , k 2 hi wi )
19:
ct′d ← ct′d ⊕ Rot(ct′c ; −⌊i/ko2 ⌋ko2 ho wo − ⌊(i mod ko2 )/ko ⌋ko wo − (i mod ko )) ⊙ Vec(S ′(i) )
20: end for
21: Return ct′d

F. Multiplexed Parallel Batch Normalization, Downsampling, and Average Pooling
In Section 4, we proposed multiplexed parallel convolution algorithm, M ULT PAR C ONV that works for an input parallelly
multiplexed tensor. Besides convolution, the ResNet model has also batch normalization and average pooling. For the
CIFAR-10 dataset, the ResNet model also has downsampling. Batch normalization, average pooling, and downsampling
should be implemented to be also compatible with the multiplexed parallel packing method. Thus, new batch normalization,
downsampling, and average pooling algorithms that work for an input ciphertext having plaintext tensor using MultParPack
are described in this section.
F.1. Multiplexed Parallel Batch Normalization
We propose an algorithm PAR M ULT BN that performs batch normalization for a given input parallelly multiplexed tensor. To
this end, it is required to define new function ParBNConst that maps batch normalization constant vectors C, M, I ∈ Rci
(explained in Section C) to a vector in Rnt properly. For a given input constant vector H ∈ Rci , ParBNConst outputs a
vector h′′ = (h′′0 , h′′1 , · · · , h′′nt −1 ) ∈ Rnt satisfying

(
0,
if j mod (nt /pi ) ≥ ki2 hi wi ti or ki2 i3 + ki (i1 mod ki ) + i2 mod ki ≥ ci
h′′j =
Hk2 i3 +ki (i1 mod ki )+i2 mod ki , otherwise,
i
for 0 ≤ j < nt , where i1 = ⌊((j mod (nt /pi )) mod ki2 hi wi )/ki wi ⌋, i2 = (j mod (nt /pi )) mod ki wi , and i3 =
⌊(j mod (nt /pi ))/ki2 hi wi ⌋. We propose PAR M ULT BN that performs batch normalization using this ParBNConst function,
and Algorithm 4 describes the proposed PAR M ULT BN.
F.2. Multiplexed Parallel Downsampling
ResNet models for the CIFAR-10 dataset require two downsampling processes. We propose D OWN S AMP algorithm that
performs downsampling for a given input parallelly multiplexed tensor. This prevents the density of valid values from
decreasing after downsampling. To specifically describe the proposed downsampling algorithm, it is required to define
′′(i ,i )
downsampling selecting tensor S ′′(i1 ,i2 ) = (Si3 ,i14 ,i25 )0≤i3 <ki hi ,0≤i4 <ki wi ,0≤i5 <ti ∈ Rki hi ×ki wi ×ti , which is used to select
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Algorithm 3 M ULT PAR C ONV(ct′′a , U )
1: Input: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′a and weight tensor U
2: Output: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext
3: ct′′
d ← ctzero
4: for i1 ← 0 to fh − 1 do
5:
for i2 ← 0 to fw − 1 do
6:
ct′′(i1 ,i2 ) ← Rot(ct′′a ; ki2 wi (i1 − (fh − 1)/2) + ki (i2 − (fw − 1)/2))
7:
end for
8: end for
9: for i3 ← 0 to q − 1 do
10:
ct′′b ← ctzero
11:
for i1 ← 0 to fh − 1 do
12:
for i2 ← 0 to fw − 1 do
13:
ct′′b ← ct′′b ⊕ ct′′(i1 ,i2 ) ⊙ ParMultWgt(U ; i1 , i2 , i3 )
14:
end for
15:
end for
16:
ct′′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′′b ; ki , 1)
17:
ct′′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′′c ; ki , ki wi )
18:
ct′′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′′c ; ti , ki2 hi wi )
19:
for i4 ← 0 to min(pi − 1, co − 1 − pi i3 ) do
20:
i ← pi i3 + i4
21:
ct′′d ← ct′′d ⊕ Rot(ct′′c ; −⌊i/ko2 ⌋ko2 ho wo + ⌊nt /pi ⌋(i mod pi ) − ⌊(i mod ko2 )/ko ⌋ko wo − i mod ko ) ⊙ Vec(S ′(i) )
22:
end for
23: end for
24: for j ← 0 to log2 po − 1 do
25:
ct′′d ← ct′′d ⊕ Rot(ct′′d ; −2j (nt /po ))
26: end for
27: Return ct′′
d
Algorithm 4 PAR M ULT BN(ct′′a , C, M, I)
c
1: Input: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′′
a and batch normalization constant vectors C, M, I ∈ Ri
′′
2: Output: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext ctb
3: c′′ ← ParBNConst(C), m′′ ← ParBNConst(M ), i′′ ← ParBNConst(I)
′′
′′
′′
′′
′′
4: ct′′
b ← c ⊙ cta ⊕ (i − c · m )
′′
5: Return ctb
′′(i ,i )

4ki valid values. Downsampling selecting tensor S ′′(i1 ,i2 ) = (Si3 ,i14 ,i25 )0≤i3 <ki hi ,0≤i4 <ki wi ,0≤i5 <ti for 0 ≤ i1 < ki and
0 ≤ i2 < ti is defined as follows:

′′(i ,i )

Si3 ,i14 ,i25



1, if (⌊i3 /ki ⌋) mod 2 = 0





and (⌊i4 /ki ⌋) mod 2 = 0

=
and i3 mod ki = i1



and i5 = i2



0, otherwise,

for 0 ≤ i3 < ki hi , 0 ≤ i4 < ki wi , and 0 ≤ i5 < ti . Algorithm 5 describes the proposed downsampling algorithm
D OWN S AMP.
F.3. Average Pooling
When we reach the average pooling after performing all convolutions, batch normalizations, and APRs in the ResNet model,
we have a ciphertext that contains data packed using MultParPack. The data of ciphertext packed by this multiplexed
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Algorithm 5 D OWNSAMP(ct′′a )
1: Input: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′′
a
2: Output: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′′
c
3: ct′′
c ← ctzero
4: for i1 ← 0 to ki − 1 do
5:
for i2 ← 0 to ti − 1 do
6:
i3 ← ⌊((ki i2 + i1 ) mod 2ko )/2⌋
7:
i4 ← (ki i2 + i1 ) mod 2
8:
i5 ← ⌊(ki i2 + i1 )/2ko ⌋
9:
ct′′b ← ct′′a ⊙ Vec(S ′′(i1 ,i2 ) )
10:
ct′′c ← ct′′b ⊕ Rot(ct′′b ; ki2 hi wi (i2 − i5 ) + ki wi (i1 − i3 ) − ki i4 )
11:
end for
12: end for
′′
2
13: ct′′
c ← Rot(ctc ; −ko ho wo ti /8)
14: for j ← 0 to log2 po − 1 do
15:
ct′′c ← ct′′c ⊕ Rot(ct′′c ; −2j ko2 ho wo to )
16: end for
17: Return ct′′
c
Algorithm 6 AVG P OOL(ct′′a )
1: Input: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′′
a
2: Output: One-dimensional array ciphertext ctb
3: ctb ← ctzero
4: for j ← 0 to log2 wi − 1 do
5:
ct′′a ← Rot(ct′′a ; 2j · ki )
6: end for
7: for j ← 0 to log2 hi − 1 do
8:
ct′′a ← Rot(ct′′a ; 2j · ki2 wi )
9: end for
10: for i1 ← 0 to ki − 1 do
11:
for i2 ← 0 to ti − 1 do
12:
ctb ← ctb ⊕ Rot(ct′′a ; ki2 hi wi i2 + ki wi i1 − ki (ki i2 + i1 )) ⊙ s̄′(ki i2 +i1 )
13:
end for
14: end for
15: Return ctb

packing method is arranged in a complex order in one dimension, which limits execution of fully connected layer. Thus, we
propose an average pooling algorithm AVG P OOL that not only performs average pooling but also rearranges indices.

Figure 11. Rearranging process that selects and places ki2 ti valid values sequentially in AVG P OOL algorithm.

Average pooling is the process that obtains a vector of Rci by computing the average value for hi wi values for an input
tensor of Rhi ×wi ×ci . To this end, we can add hi wi values using rotations and additions of tensors. Dividing by hi wi can be
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performed instead in the process of multiplying selecting vector. Then, in each page, only ki2 values are valid out of the
ki2 hi wi values, and the rest are the invalid garbage values. We place only ki2 ti valid values sequentially in one-dimensional
′(i )
vector. For this rearranging process, it is required to define selecting vector s̄′(i3 ) = (s̄j 3 )0≤j<nt ∈ Rn , which is defined
as follows:
(
′(i )
s̄j 3

=

1
hi wi ,

0,

if j − ki i3 ∈ [0, ki − 1]
otherwise,

for 0 ≤ j < nt and 0 ≤ i3 < ki ti . Algorithm 6 shows the proposed average pooling algorithm that uses this selecting vector.
Figure 6 describes the rearranging process that selects and places ki2 ti valid values sequentially in Algorithm 6.

G. Convolution/Batch Normalization Integration Algorithm
For a given input ciphertext ctx , we can perform scaling processes, convolution, and batch normalization by evaluating
ctx ⊙ (B · 1), M ULT PAR C ONV(ctx , U ), c′′ ⊙ ctx ⊕ (i′′ − c′′ · m′′ ), and ctx ⊙ ( B1 · 1) functions sequentially, where 1 is
all-one vector in Rn . Considering M ULT PAR C ONV is a linear function, these operations are equivalent to evaluating
(c′′ ⊙ M ULT PAR C ONV(ctx , BU ) ⊕ (i′′ − c′′ · m′′ )) ⊙ (
= c′′ ⊙ M ULT PAR C ONV(ctx , U ) ⊕

1
· 1)
B

1 ′′
(i − c′′ · m′′ ).
B

Here, if we perform M ULT PAR C ONV(ctx , U ) while replacing the original selecting tensor Vec(S ′(i) ) by ParBNConst(C) ·
Vec(S ′(i) ), we can perform c′′ ⊙ M ULT PAR C ONV(ctx , U ) without additional level consumption. In addition, computation
of B1 (i′′ − c′′ · m′′ ) requires no additional level consumption since it simply requires operations for plaintext vectors. Thus,
we can perform scaling processes, convolution, and batch normalization with only two level consumptions. Algorithm 7
describes the proposed convolution/batch normalization integration algorithm that uses level optimization technique.
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Algorithm 7 M ULT PAR C ONV BN(ct′′a , U, C, M, I)
1: Input: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′′
a , weight tensor U , and batch normalization constant vectors C, M, I
2: Output: Parallelly multiplexed tensor ciphertext ct′′
d
3: ct′′
d ← ctzero
4: for i1 ← 0 to fh − 1 do
5:
for i2 ← 0 to fw − 1 do
6:
ct′′(i1 ,i2 ) ← Rot(ct′′a ; ki2 wi (i1 − (fh − 1)/2) + ki (i2 − (fw − 1)/2))
7:
end for
8: end for
9: for i3 ← 0 to q − 1 do
10:
ct′′b ← ctzero
11:
for i1 ← 0 to fh − 1 do
12:
for i2 ← 0 to fw − 1 do
13:
ct′′b ← ct′′b ⊕ ct′′(i1 ,i2 ) ⊙ ParMultWgt(U ; i1 , i2 , i3 )
14:
end for
15:
end for
16:
ct′′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′′b ; ki , 1)
17:
ct′′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′′c ; ki , ki wi )
18:
ct′′c ← S UM S LOTS(ct′′c ; ti , ki2 hi wi )
19:
for i4 ← 0 to min(pi − 1, co − 1 − pi i3 ) do
20:
i ← pi i3 + i4
21:
ct′′d ← ct′′d ⊕ Rot(ct′′c ; −⌊i/ko2 ⌋ko2 ho wo + ⌊nt /pi ⌋(i mod pi ) − ⌊(i mod ko2 )/ko ⌋ko wo − i mod ko ) ⊙
(ParBNConst(C) · Vec(S ′(i) ))
22:
end for
23: end for
24: for j ← 0 to log2 po − 1 do
25:
ct′′d ← ct′′d ⊕ Rot(ct′′d ; −2j (nt /po ))
26: end for
1
′′
′′
′′
′′
27: ct′′
d ← ctd ⊖ B (c · m − i )
′′
28: Return ctd
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H. Parameters
Various parameters such as hi , ho , wi , wo , ci , co , fh , fw , s, ki , ko , ti , to , pi , po , and q are determined differently for each
component such as convolution/batch normalization integration algorithm and downsampling. Table 6 shows the values of
parameters that are used in each component of the proposed ResNet structure in Figure 9.
Table 6. Parameters that are used in each C ONV BN or D OWNSAMP process

fh
3
3
3
X=1
3
otherwise 3
3
X=1
3
otherwise 3
3
1
1
-

component
C ONV BN1
C ONV BN2 XA
C ONV BN2 XB
C ONV BN3

XA

C ONV BN3

XB

C ONV BN4

XA

C ONV BN4 XB
C ONV BN S 1
C ONV BN S 2
D OWNSAMP 1
D OWNSAMP 2

fw
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
-

s
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
-

hi
32
32
32
32
16
16
16
8
8
32
16
32
16

ho
32
32
32
16
16
16
8
8
8
16
8
16
8

wi
32
32
32
32
16
16
16
8
8
32
16
32
16

wo
32
32
32
16
16
16
8
8
8
16
8
16
8

ci
3
16
16
16
32
32
32
64
64
16
32
16
32

co
16
16
16
32
32
32
64
64
64
32
64
32
64

ki
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
1
2
1
2

ko
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
4
2
4
2
4

ti
3
16
16
16
8
8
8
4
4
16
8
16
8

to
16
16
16
8
8
8
4
4
4
8
4
8
4

pi
8
2
2
2
4
4
4
8
8
2
4
2
4

po
2
2
2
4
4
4
8
8
8
4
8
4
8

q
2
8
8
16
8
8
16
8
8
16
16
-

